PLAY
task of directing, modifying, sublimating the instincts, and
if we are right he will do this most readily by utilizing the
tendency to play. English schools have long used play as
the chief means of training character, and have expressed
their ideal as " playing the game " in the real affairs of life.
And now "playways" of learning are coming more and
more into favour in the provinces of skill and of reasoning
as well as in the moral province.
The impulse to play is just the impulse to carry out certain
instinctive actions in the absence of the usual inner set or
trend of the organism. As this is perhaps rather a novel
way of looking at play, it may be worth while amplifying
the statement and illustrating it How an animal acts in
any situation depends not only upon the outer situation
but also upon the inner " set " of the animal,1 whether it
be hungry or replete, fatigued or fresh, in a period of sexual
excitement or sexual quiescence
Now consider, say, the hunting instinct. In the sedate
mature animal the urge of hunger makes the animal restless,
it wanders observantly about in its usual hunting ground,
certain smells and sights presently cause it to pause, flatten,
crawl, jump, sprint, pounce upon its prey. The process has
been well described by James as a chain of instincts, hunger
causing restlessness, restlessness leading to sight of a small
escaping animal, this sight leading to pursuit, and so on.
But throughout, the inner set of the organism, the drive of
hunger, is a part of the total situation and were that drive
not present the hunting response would not be carried out.
In an animal born with perfected instinctive responses,
fitted to enable it at once, or very soon, to lead an independent
life, the whole situation is comparatively fixed. But in an
1 A similar doctrine holds good in the cognitive or intellectual realm.
What a given sentence makes me think about depends upon what I am
already thinking about In the vacation tune, digging in my garden,
I respond to the question " What do you think of James ? J> by thoughts
of little boys, perhaps In my psychology class I respond by thoughts
ot the great American psychologist (I forget whence I borrow the
illustration >
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